To: Sheriff Bruce Newman

FAX: 719-738-3676

From: Bruce Kettler
Telephone 719-580-4832
Fax:
888-807-2371
Website: WAC www.wearechangehuerfano.us
Date: Monday Sept. 17, 2018
Subject: California City Stops Deadly Technology – Peace on Earth

Fact is, about 200 doctors and scientists, from 38 countries, are demanding that governments
and the UN stop deployment of deadly 5G technology until further research has been done.
That fact should give everyone incentive to investigate further. There is a great deal of data
on the above website about this.
Facts are facts. It is possible for a local government to stop 5G. It was done in Mill Valley
California by City Council. (techcrunch.com). It's been done elsewhere. I hope the US Federal
Government stop's this in the near future. If it does not happen, the Huerfano County
Government should stop implementation here. Common sense says choose life – not death.
As I have written to you before, there is the regular internet, and there is the internet of mind
and matter. war and peace, sickness and health, fear and love, all connect through this
internet: www.worldpeacealliance.com
As fast as technology is advancing, the knowledge of, and use of, this internet of mind-matter
connection is advancing even faster. It's being used for good and evil.
People have brought the people of huge land areas to peaceful states, with much less violent
crime, and no war, just by being there. They didn't talk to anyone for the purpose of change.
This has gone on for decades in the US. It is all documented.
A therapist in Hawaii healed criminally insane people without ever meeting them in person.
His name is Dr. Hew Len.
This is spirit-mind technology. It has nothing to do with high tech, or instruments of any kind.
Something wonderful happened to our world around the year 2010. Some do not know of it.
Others of us do. It was the beginning of a new phase of humanity's spiritual awakening. The
secret is that the key to this is not about those who learned, but those who unlearned what
they thought they knew before.
The revolution is in the MDs who finished training, started a practice, then unlearned parts of
what they learned before. It's in the lawyers who were taught lies, who unlearned them, found
the truth and practiced according to actual law. It's in therapists such as the above mentioned.

